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Welcome

A Tribute to Bernard Haitink
Closer to home, in 2003 he was presented
with the Association of British Orchestras
(ABO) Award by Sir Simon Rattle. Most
recently we were honoured to celebrate
his 90th birthday in 2019, with concerts in
London and Paris.

Mahler’s Fourth Symphony also reminds
us of the affection which so many singers
had for him – particularly during his tenure
at Glyndebourne and Covent Garden. And
Haitink’s bravely public appeal on behalf
of the Orchestra of the Royal Opera House
when it faced an existential crisis due to
the temporary closure of the Covent Garden
theatre was a decisive intervention, typical
of his uncompromising humanity (that
word, again), which will never be forgotten.

Tonight, in tribute to a world-class musician,
the Orchestra gives the world premiere of
A Cortege for Bernard Haitink, written by
Mark-Anthony Turnage as his gift to a great
musical figure and much-loved conductor.

Kathryn McDowell CBE DL
LSO Managing Director

W

elcome to this LSO concert,
dedicated to Bernard Haitink,
who passed away on 21 October
2021, and whom we remember with great
affection this evening.
Bernard Haitink made his first appearances
with the LSO later in his career, with a
three-concert series at the Barbican in
1998 featuring music by Haydn, Bruckner
and Mahler, the latter of which we perform
tonight. We were privileged to share many
memorable moments together over two
remarkable decades, with highlights
including a concert in 2004 celebrating
not only the Orchestra’s centenary, but his
own 75th birthday.
Two years later, in 2006, he conducted a
complete cycle of Beethoven Symphonies,
recorded for LSO Live and which, testament
to Bernard Haitink’s talent and expertise,
are still considered among the finest in
the repertoire.

With Bernard Haitink, the LSO toured across
Europe, the United States, Japan and Korea.
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Welcome

We extend a warm welcome to Bernard
Haitink’s wife Patricia, and family and
friends joining us tonight as we remember
and celebrate his extraordinary contribution
to music.
We are also pleased to welcome Kirill
Karabits, stepping in to conduct tonight’s
concert. We send our best wishes for a full
recovery to Sir Simon Rattle, who is currently
isolating at home following a diagnosis of
COVID-19, and therefore unable to undertake
his engagements with the LSO this month.
Tonight’s programme begins with music by
Debussy and Berlioz taking inspiration from
Shakespeare’s King Lear. Mahler’s Fourth
Symphony concludes the programme, for
which we are pleased to be joined by soprano
Lucy Crowe.
I wish you all a happy and healthy festive
season, and look forward to welcoming
you to an LSO concert in the New Year. Our
2021/22 season at the Barbican continues
on 6 January with a new Violin Concerto by
Unsuk Chin, Sibelius’ Seventh Symphony and
The Miraculous Mandarin Suite by Bartók.

16 December 2021

T

David Alberman
LSO Chair & Principal Second Violin

onight’s concert is a chance for me to
join my colleagues in remembering
Bernard Haitink. The programme has
for me several links to Bernard Haitink’s
long life and work: perhaps most clearly,
the presence of Mahler’s Fourth Symphony.
Haitink was a celebrated Mahler conductor –
and the Fourth was clearly a favourite which
remained in his repertoire until his final
concerts. Mahler’s music seemed ideally
suited to Haitink’s extraordinary and unique
set of gifts. His rock-like but unobtrusive
sense of pulse, tempo and dramatic
architecture made Mahler’s sometimes
complex and subtle stretching of music in
time into something clear, inevitable and
even natural.
But not too natural: Haitink, who rarely
shouted or issued diktats, was nonetheless
perfectly capable of conveying warm
humanity and innocence but also passion,
irony and mockery – often of himself.
This made him the perfect Mahlerian.

As a string player, my strongest memories
of Haitink are of his gentle alchemy in
transmuting the string sound into a warmly
shining but transparent choir which was
the perfect foil to the rest of the orchestra.
This still defies explanation – perhaps it was
achieved by the wordless and tiny inflections
of posture and countenance with which he
mysteriously but clearly conveyed what he
wanted us to do. With this however came
great intensity: although the earlier volcanic
energy of his conducting choreography was
less in evidence during the last 20 years of
the LSO’s association with him, he had lost
none of his vehemence – he seemed merely
to have added economy of means.
In short (which is how Haitink preferred it!),
our sadness at his passing is ultimately
eclipsed by the joyous memories of being
his musicians, and the wonderful legacy
which he leaves behind.
Our thoughts are with his wife Patricia,
without whose utter devotion and support
we would not have had so many of his
performances over the last 20 years, and
of course with his family.
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Bernard Haitink Remembered
By David Nice

BERNARD
1929–2021
HAITINK

I

n its relatively recent history, the London Symphony Orchestra has enjoyed three ‘golden ages’. The first was
the reign of Claudio Abbado, with the Mahler, Vienna and the Twentieth Century series at its unforgettable heart.
Bernard Haitink heralded the second ‘golden age’ with his peerless interpretations of core repertoire, chiefly the
four Brahms symphonies and Beethoven’s nine (happily preserved for posterity on the LSO Live label).
The return of Sir Simon Rattle to the UK has brought
programmes of unparalleled interest and diversity, worked
on with an intense eye for detail. Yet even in the thick of the
new era, the memory of Haitink’s final two concerts with the
LSO in March 2019 burns brightly.
The very timing of those events was part of Haitink’s
ever-lucid trajectory: he would give them just after his
90th birthday. Then there
was a tour with the Vienna
Philharmonic, including a
Prom of Beethoven’s Fourth
Piano Concerto with Emanuel
Ax and Bruckner’s Seventh
Symphony, which we knew
would be his last concert
here in the UK. He had
already announced his
intention of taking what
he called a sabbatical, in
effect having no more fixed
dates in the diary but leaving
it open as to whether
he would step in or give
occasional masterclasses.
I was so lucky to witness
the last of those, his
masterclasses, in Lucerne
during the Easter Festival

of 2018. There was of course the unfathomable mystery of
how the sound of the young orchestra changed whenever
he took over to demonstrate. But his quiet, simple and
radiant wisdom was the essential thing of wonder. There was
talk of needing ‘to transfer your sound imagination to the
orchestra’, using his experience of watching Carlos Kleiber at
the Royal Opera as an example of motivating what’s felt.
Trying to get an energetic acolyte to curb his enthusiasm in
the finale of Brahms’ Second Symphony, Haitink advised him
that ‘this is joyous, not heroic. Don’t move around too much.
Be cheerful, then you can do this piece with this wonderful
orchestra, but don’t kill the messenger.’ On letting the oboist
be free in the night sounds and perfumes at the heart of
Debussy’s Ibéria, he posited ‘if you are too slow he suffocates,
he can’t do what he would like. Trust the orchestra: it has so
much experience.’
His advice remained constant. When I was compiling tributes
to the master on theartsdesk, the violinist-turned-conductor
Peter Manning sent me a letter received as he was about
to exchange co-leadership of the Royal Opera Orchestra for
the baton. The three basic points in the letter from Haitink
couldn’t be clearer (and I quote):
‘1 Trust your musicians.
2 Don’t talk too much, but …
3 Occasionally ask them, please, not to play so loud.’
‘It’s a bit of a joke, but there is probably a grain of truth in it.’

Bernard Haitink Remembered
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Haitink at 90, March 2019 at the Barbican

A fourth point, which he
might have thought too
obvious to make, might be
‘trust the work and know it
thoroughly’. When I talked
to him briefly during those
masterclasses, the BBC
Music Magazine award for
the disc of the year had just
gone to the live recording
of his last Mahler Third
performance, with the
Bavarian Radio Symphony
Orchestra. He turned the
conversation immediately
to the wonder and beauty of
the symphony itself; his love
of it was clearly if anything
even more intense than
when he first conducted it;
‘it’s a piece you need to keep
special, you start afresh with
each orchestra’. And one of
his comments summed up
his outlook:

the depths of the third-movement forest.
Haitink’s Mahler may have slowed in many
places over the years, but the intensity
always remained.
I’m not quite old enough to have been
caught up in the excitement around his first
recorded Mahler cycle on Philips with the
Concertgebouw Orchestra, but I benefited
from the legacy (and my first live experience
of Mahler’s music was Haitink’s 1978 account
of the ‘Resurrection’ Symphony at the Proms
with the London Philharmonic Orchestra).
He came to the Concertgebouw as
Co-Principal Conductor alongside Eugen
Jochum in 1959, at the age of 30, taking sole
control four years later. The first release
in what became a set of the nine Mahler

And he first did this with Mahler’s Third, over 50 years before his
performance of this 100-minute symphony (no small order for a conductor
in his late 80s, as he then was) with the LSO at the BBC Proms in 2018.
There, supreme beauty of sound was equal to measured expression, and
the many magnificent LSO Principals did indeed have a chance to breathe
and shine, above all First Trombone Dudley Bright and – surrounded by
the unique Haitink magic of sonority – Nicholas Betts on the flugelhorn in
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Haitink was less hard-hitting, but never soft-edged except
where the music required it; no other conductor has ever
made the music levitate so spaciously towards the end of
the Eighth Symphony, that great drama leading us upwards
with a full complement of soloists thanks to the ‘Eternal
Feminine’. Nor has any other conductor found a more natural
spirituality in the slow-movement finale of the Third.
Swiss cellist Lionel Cottet of the Bavarian Radio Symphony
Orchestra told me that there was a special moment for
him in that finale – ‘he just looked at me for a little bit
with a serenity, so peaceful and trusting … he just has
this Ausstrahlung, which is such a beautiful German word’
(virtually untranslatable, it literally means a ‘shining out’
but it can usually just mean ‘charisma’). The leader of the
BRSO on that occasion, Radoslaw Szulc, added another
German word – Fernhören, ‘hearing from afar’: ‘he even said
to us, ‘when you go up a big mountain you don’t stop every
five minutes to see some beautiful thing, you keep walking’.
That is perhaps the secret of his mastery.’
The secret is there rather literally in his LSO performance,
released on LSO Live, of Strauss’ An Alpine Symphony. It
has also been the intangible touchstone of his naturally
unfolding, never pompous or grandiose Bruckner. I heard it
with amazement in his Barbican performance of Bruckner’s
Seventh Symphony with the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra
– complementing another programme with an amazingly
visceral yet taut interpretation of Beethoven’s Seventh, and
in the final performance of that same symphony with the
Vienna Philharmonic at the BBC Proms in the summer of
2019. It’s probably not of much interest to the reader that
I’ve always had a problem with the Fourth (‘Romantic’)
Symphony – call it a blind spot, though the finale still makes

‘I can’t stand this ‘I know everything’ attitude in conductors.
I need the musicians to make music, to find the right sounds.
That’s what I like to do.’
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symphonies – plus the Adagio of the Tenth – came out in
1966, very much part of a Mahler revival, which also included
the first series from Leonard Bernstein.

16 December 2021

In rehearsal, September 2006 at LSO St Luke’s
me wince in places – yet the March 2019 LSO performance
had me in tears with the sheer wondrous luminosity of it all.
Six decades of supreme music-making mean it’s impossible
to cover all of Haitink’s achievements. In his home city of
Amsterdam, he was ‘St Bernard’. In London, which he made
his most constant home, he became ‘Sir Bernard’
but emphatically rejected the use of the honorific.
He ranged perhaps wider in the operatic repertoire than in
the orchestral, though he took to Shostakovich symphonies
at a time when they were by no means the big box office hit
they can be now. British music was high on his list in both
spheres: in the orchestral sphere, Vaughan Williams, Elgar
and Walton symphonies; in the operatic, Tippett’s The
Midsummer Marriage and Britten, including Peter Grimes,
Albert Herring and A Midsummer Night’s Dream.

Bernard Haitink Remembered
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The Peter Grimes was part of his impressive, if not by any
means trouble-free, time at the Royal Opera House; Albert
Herring was an especially interesting choice at Glyndebourne
(another was the first run of the Hockney-designed
production of Stravinsky’s The Rake’s Progress, directed
by John Cox – a production still in the repertoire 46 years
later). The ‘Fernhören’ served him well in Wagner’s Ring
and Parsifal at the Royal Opera House; the attention to
detail gave us the most meticulously balanced and clear
Strauss’ Der Rosenkavalier I’ve ever heard, a miracle to
match the witty detailing of John Schlesinger’s production.
He also made a desert island recording of mine, the Strauss
rarity Daphne, in partnership with the radiant Lucia Popp.

Recordings on LSO Live:
Beethoven box set
Brahms box set
Bruckner Symphonies Nos 4 & 9
Strauss Eine Alpensinfonie

Collaborations with artists he especially admired always
brought out the best in both: no one will ever forget what he
and Isabelle Faust made of a relatively simple Mozart work,
the Third Violin Concerto, with the Chamber Orchestra
of Europe – his ideal kind of smaller ensemble – at the
BBC Proms. Faust was one of the two chosen soloists for
those last LSO concerts; the other was pianist Till Fellner in
Mozart, a composer in whose music Haitink was always the
greatest – and once Charles Mackerras had left us, he had
the limelight. Yet in both those concerts you also felt the
gift Haitink was handing to the LSO musicians, whether
collectively or as Principals.
There will certainly never be another Mahler Fourth
Symphony like the one with which he signed off here in
the Barbican – but the beauty of live music-making is that
tonight’s interpretation can offer us different insights.
Nevertheless, while he was with us, Bernard Haitink
deserved the accolade from musicians and audiences alike
of the world’s greatest conductor. His place among the
immortals was ensured long ago.
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On tour with the LSO, February 2013 at Seoul Art Centre
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Tributes to Bernard Haitink
I could not play it in the same way if he was not conducting.
Although I had witnessed great conductors previously, this
was my first direct experience of the immense difference
that one person’s presence could make.
It is a microcosm of all I saw him do throughout his career.
Without fuss, and utterly without drawing attention to
himself, he created a place where everyone could give their
best, and normal problems of ensemble or balance simply
vanished. It became almost a commonplace to think ‘if
we can’t play well under Bernard, it’s time to take up
another profession’.
I found him warm and encouraging from the first moment
on, and although I tried not to bother him, if I needed advice
This is Rattle, September 2017 at the Barbican
or was in a crisis, he was always there, generous with
time, wisdom and empathy. I owe him more than I can
put into words: he was a famously difficult man to thank
or congratulate, the lack of fuss once more. But I think,
however unwillingly, he must have sensed the love and
lthough I had been watching and listening to Bernard gratitude around him.
Haitink throughout my teens, I first met him in
Glyndebourne in 1975 where I was a pianist for the
He was one of the rare giants of our time, and even rarer
legendary Hockney/John Cox production of Stravinsky’s The
and more precious, a giant full of humility. It is so hard to
Rake’s Progress. Bernard taught me an indelible lesson
imagine that Bernard has left us: he was a constant presence
there: the piano score is famously tricky to play, but if he
and inspiration to all of his fellow musicians, and the world
was on the rostrum I found I could play it all without
seems a smaller and less generous place without him.
faking or missing out handfuls of notes. It must have been
something to do with the space he imparted. The ‘how’ and My dear Bernard, we keep you deep in our hearts.’
‘why’ remains a mystery, but it was abundantly clear that

David Afkham, conductor

‘I

still remember our first meeting in
Lucerne as if it had been yesterday
– Brahms’ Third Symphony, second
movement. Bernard asked me if he
could have my baton and stood on the podium:
the sound changed in a second. The energy,
the will and the focus of this master was
unique, forming the sound with his hands
and leading the musicians from inside, honest
and humble respect towards the music and
the musicians. There was no ‘making’, there
was ‘letting arise’ and deep listening.

I don’t know how to thank him for
unforgettable moments as his assistant in
Amsterdam, Chicago and many other places
over the years. From the first moment he
believed in me. I learnt so much. Words are
not enough. How much I admired him, how
much he gave me and many other young
musicians. Bernard truly was one of the
greatest conductors, musicians, artists
and human beings of our days.
I will miss his hand on my shoulder.’

Sir Simon Rattle, LSO Music Director

‘A

Neil Percy, LSO Principal Percussion

‘I

t is impossible to quantify not only Bernard’s
immense contribution to music, but equally
impossible to adequately express how lucky and
blessed I feel to have shared with so many others
in the LSO his genius, warmth, humour and artistry.

Rachel Gough, LSO Principal Bassoon

‘E

legance, beauty of sound, simplicity
of phrasing and and immense
integrity; these are some of my
memories of music-making with Haitink.
The space he allowed for phrases to breathe,
combined with a strong sense that his
interpretations were very close to the
composers’ intentions, meant that working
with him could be daunting. With minimal
verbal direction, he somehow demanded
highly polished, unfussy musical lines from
players, whilst concentrating himself on
the overarching structure. At some point or
other, I think all of us felt that our offerings

fell far short of what was required, but in
conversation afterwards, he would express
delight with our performance, along with
plenty of self-doubt and humility!
The range of repertoire we explored was
huge, from Haydn, Beethoven and Brahms
to Shostakovich and Britten. Perhaps the
highlights for me were our performances of
Bruckner and Mahler, where the combination
of his spacious yet firm beat with the LSO’s
effervescence led to some truly memorable
concerts. They will live in our collective
memory forever.’

A legend in every sense of the word and such a privilege to
have so many treasured memories with Bernard at the helm.’
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Fanfare and Le sommeil de Lear from ‘Music to King Lear’
Claude Debussy
1 Fanfare
2 Le sommeil de Lear

1904–05

5 minutes

Programme note by
Sophie Rashbrook

Claude Debussy In Profile
1862 to 1918 (France)

L

ike many composers over the centuries,
Claude Debussy was drawn to
Shakespeare. He read many of the
Bard’s plays in French translation, and even
toyed with writing operas based on Hamlet
and As You Like it, although these never
came to fruition. His King Lear music was
doomed to a similar fate.

A NOTE ON SHAKESPEARE’S KING LEAR (1606)
Based on the ancient legend of the eighthcentury (BC) monarch Leir, Shakespeare’s
play tells the story of an elderly king who
declares he will award the largest quota
of his kingdom to whichever of his three
daughters loves him the most. Goneril and
Regan speak first, but when their younger
sister Cordelia refuses to speak of her devotion,
King Lear is dismayed and disinherits her.
Commissioned by actor-impresario André
Plotting, madness and betrayal ensue; dark
Antoine, the composer had originally
planned to write seven musical interludes for subjects which have provided rich material
a new production of King Lear in Paris. When for musical interpretation.
Antoine refused to provide Debussy with the
30 musicians he demanded, the composer
complained that anything less would result
in ‘a pathetic little sound like fleas rubbing
their legs together!’ Unsurprisingly, the two
men parted ways, leaving a fragmented and
somewhat contradictory pairing of a Fanfare
and a Berceuse (Cradle Song).
Trumpets, timpani and horns strike a tone
of regal grandeur in the Fanfare, later layered
with lilting harp chords and a subtle snaredrum accompaniment. This rousing wakeup call contrasts with ‘Le sommeil de Lear’
(The Sleep of Lear). Here, muted strings, low
flutes and other woodwind evoke a brooding
twilight dreamscape, while the shifting
harmonies create an atmosphere of unease.

D

espite an insecure family background
(his father was imprisoned as a
revolutionary in 1871), Claude Debussy
took piano lessons and was accepted as
a pupil of the Paris Conservatoire in 1872.
However, he failed to make the grade as a
concert pianist. The gifted musician directed
his talents towards composition, eventually
winning the coveted Prix de Rome in 1884
and spending two years in Italy. During the
1890s he lived in poverty with his mistress
Gabrielle Dupont. He eventually married the
dressmaker Rosalie (Lily) Texier in 1899.

In 1904 Debussy met Emma Bardac, the
wife of a successful financier, and moved
into an apartment with her; his wife,
Lily Texier, attempted suicide following
their separation. Debussy and Emma had
a daughter, obtained divorces from their
respective spouses and were eventually
married in January 1908. A troubled domestic
life did not affect the quality of Debussy’s
work, with such scores as La mer for large
orchestra and the first set of Images for
piano dating from this period. His ballet Jeux
was first performed by Diaghilev’s Ballets
Russes in May 1913, a fortnight before the
premiere of Stravinsky’s The Rite of Spring.

His Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune, a
revolutionary work at its premiere in December
1894, soon found favour with concert-goers
Debussy completed the first three of a
and the habitually conservative French press. projected set of six instrumental sonatas
Late in the summer of the previous year
during 1914–17. He died in March 1918.
he had begun work on the only opera he
completed, Pelléas and Mélisande, inspired
by Maurice Maeterlinck’s play. It was
eventually premiered in April 1902.

IN BRIEF
Born 1862,
Saint-Germain-en-Laye
Died 1918, Paris
Musical training
Paris Conservatoire
Musical acquaintances
Maurice Ravel,
Paul Dukas, Erik Satie
Best known for
Orchestral works including
La mer and Prélude à
l’après-midi d’un faune;
the opera Pelléas and
Mélisande; String Quartet
in G minor, Cello Sonata,
Violin Sonata; piano works
Composer profile by
Andrew Stewart
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Overture: King Lear
Hector Berlioz
1831

13 minutes

Programme note by
Sophie Rashbrook

Hector Berlioz In Profile
1803 to 1869 (France)
‘Magnificent, Mr Berlioz, magnificent,
your orchestra speaks, you have
no need of words. I followed every
scene: the entrance of the king into
the council chamber, the storm on the
heath, the terrible prison scene,
and the despair of Cordelia! …
Heartrending! Beautiful!’

T

his was the response of the blind King
of Hanover in 1854, when he heard
the overture to King Lear by Hector
Berlioz, composed in 1831 – the year after his
phantasmagorical Symphonie fantastique.
Berlioz revealed that the timpani rolls
(a sextuplet rhythm) early in the music are
intended to signify the entry of King Lear
into the council chamber. The monarch’s
subsequent madness is evoked in the middle
of the faster Allegro section, ‘when the
basses’, Berlioz wrote, ‘bring in the theme
of the introduction in the middle of the
storm’, a musical tempest that recalls
Lear’s desolate cry in the play:

HECTOR BERLIOZ
Born 1803,
La-Côte-Saint-André
Died 1869, Paris
Musical training
Paris Conservatoire
Composer profile by
David Cairns
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‘Blow winds and crack your cheeks!
Rage, blow,
You cataracts and hurricanoes.’
Act Three from ‘King Lear’
Throughout, the songlike woodwind and
string melodies evoke the heart-rending
conflicts of the play. It has also been
suggested that there is an Italianate,
almost operatic atmosphere to these
lyrical episodes. The ending comes in
an unexpected blaze of major-key light,
although the frantic violin passages and
off-beat woodwind interjections ensure
that the impression of chaos and darkness
lingers far beyond the final chords.

Programme Notes & Composer Profile

A Cortege for Bernard Haitink
Mark-Anthony Turnage

A

t the age of 17 Hector Berlioz was
sent to Paris to study medicine, but
after a year he became a pupil of the
composer Jean-François Le Sueur. In 1826
he entered the Paris Conservatoire, winning
the Prix de Rome four years later. His first
fully characteristic large-scale work, the
autobiographical Symphonie fantastique,
was composed in 1830, and the next
two decades saw a series of major works
including Harold in Italy and Benvenuto
Cellini. Some were well-received, but quite
early on he began to supplement his income
by becoming a prolific and influential critic.
The 1840s were largely spent taking his
music abroad, and establishing a reputation
as one of the leading composers and
conductors of the day.
These years of travel produced much less
music, but in 1854 the success of L’enfance
du Christ encouraged him to embark on a
project long resisted: the composition of
an epic opera on the Aeneid which would
assuage a lifelong passion for two great
idols, Virgil and Shakespeare. His opera
The Trojans (1856–58) was the culmination
of his career. It was also the cause of his
final disillusionment in 1863 (following
the opera’s incomplete premiere) and the
reason, together with increasing ill-health,
why he wrote nothing of consequence in
the remaining six years of his life.

INTERVAL 20 minutes
Enjoying the concert?
Let us know.
@londonsymphony
16 December 2021

Mark-Anthony Turnage
In Profile

A

composer of international stature,
Mark-Anthony Turnage is among
the most significant creative figures
to have emerged in British music of the
last three decades. His first opera, Greek,
established Turnage’s reputation in 1988 as
an artist who dared to forge his own path
between modernism and tradition by means
of a unique blend of jazz and classical styles.

2021

5 minutes

Composer profile reprinted
by kind permission of
Boosey & Hawkes

‘B

ernard Haitink was not only a great
musician but a great man. The first
time I worked with him was with
the Royal Opera House orchestra at the BBC
Proms in the early 1990s, where he premiered
my song cycle Some Days, which he later
took to the Boston Symphony Orchestra.
He also premiered Chicago Remains with
the Chicago Symphony Orchestra.
I have so many fond memories of his
kindness and humour. He was always so
sensitive to the music, always responded
to my suggestions and he was keen that
I should be happy with what he was doing.
He treated me as an equal. His modesty
shone through.
Over the years in chats with my orchestral
player friends, I have asked them: ‘Who is
the greatest conductor you have ever worked
with?’ Bernard Haitink tops the list every
time. He cared about them, and that is
so rare.

Three Screaming Popes, Kai, Momentum and
Drowned Out were created during his time as
Composer in Association in Birmingham with
Sir Simon Rattle between 1989 and 1993,
followed by Blood on the Floor, his unique
score written for the distinguished jazz
musicians John Scofield and Peter Erskine,
and Martin Robertson.
Turnage has been Resident Composer
with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra,
BBC Symphony Orchestra and London
Philharmonic Orchestra. Collaborations
with the London Symphony Orchestra
have included two new works, Speranza
premiered under Daniel Harding in 2013
and Remembering which Sir Simon Rattle
conducted in London and with the Berlin
Philharmonic Orchestra in 2017.
Much of Turnage’s music is recorded on
Decca, Warner Classics, Chandos and the LPO
and LSO labels, while Scorched, on Deutsche
Grammophon, was nominated for a Grammy.
Turnage is Research Fellow in Composition at
the Royal College of Music, and is published
by Boosey & Hawkes. He was awarded a CBE
in the 2015 Queen’s Birthday honours.

I feel so lucky that I worked with him.
I will always remember that beaming smile.
I will miss you Bernard.’
Tribute & Composer Profile
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Symphony No 4 in G major
Gustav Mahler
1

Bedächtig. Nicht eilen
(Deliberate. Not
hurried) – Recht
gemächlich (Very
leisurely)
2 In gemächlicher
Bewegung. Ohne
Hast (At a leisurely
pace. Without haste)
3 Ruhevoll (Restful)
4 Sehr behaglich
(Very cosy)

1890–1900
(revised 1901–10)

60 minutes

Programme note by
Stephen Johnson

I

n 1900, just after he had finished his
Fourth Symphony, Gustav Mahler wrote
about how the work had taken shape. He
had set out with clear ideas, but then the
work had ‘turned upside-down’ on him:

‘To my astonishment it became
plain to me that I had entered a
totally different realm, just as in
a dream one imagines oneself
wandering through the flower-scented
garden of Elysium and it suddenly
changes to a nightmare of finding
oneself in a Hades full of terrors …
This time it is a forest with all its
mysteries and its horrors which
forces my hand and weaves itself
into my work. It becomes even
clearer to me that one does not
compose; one is composed.’
Mahler’s remarks about ‘mysteries and
horrors’ may surprise some readers. Writers
often portray the Fourth as his sunniest
and simplest symphony: an affectionate
recollection of infant happiness, culminating
in a vision of Heaven seen through the eyes
of a child – with only the occasional pang
of adult nostalgia to cloud its radiant blue
skies. But Mahler was too sophisticated to
fall for the sentimental 19th-century idea
of childhood as a Paradise Lost. He knew
that children could be cruel, and that their
capacity for suffering was often seriously
underestimated by adults.
There is cruelty in the seemingly naive text
Mahler sets in his finale, ‘Das himmlische
Leben’ (Heavenly Life): ‘We led a patient,
guiltless darling lambkin to death’, the child
tells us contentedly, adding that ‘Saint Luke
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is slaying the oxen’. A moment or two earlier
we catch a glimpse of ‘the butcher Herod’, on
whose orders the children were massacred in
the Biblical Christmas story.
What are images like these doing in
Heaven? Interestingly Mahler wrote this
final movement before writing a note of
the preceding three movements. It was
one of several settings of poems from the
classic German folk collection Des Knaben
Wunderhorn (Youth’s Magic Horn) that
Mahler had composed in the 1890s. At one
stage Mahler thought of including it in his
huge Third Symphony; but then he began to
see it as more clearly the ending of his next
symphony, the Fourth. Even then, Mahler’s
ideas changed as the new work took shape.
In its final form, the first three movements
of the Fourth Symphony prepare the way
for the closing vision of ‘Das himmlische
Leben’ on every possible level: its themes,
orchestral colours, tonal scheme, most of all
that strange emotional ambiguity – a blissful
dream touched by images of nightmare. Far
from being Mahler’s simplest symphony, this
is one of the subtlest things he ever created.
FIRST MOVEMENT
The very opening of the Fourth Symphony
is a foretaste of the finale. Woodwind and
jingling sleigh-bells set off at a slow jog-trot,
then a languid rising violin phrase turns out
to be the beginning of a disarmingly simple
tune. There is a note of contained yearning
in the lovely second theme (cellos), but
this soon subsides into the most childlike
idea so far (solo oboe and bassoon). Later
another tune is introduced by four flutes
in unison – panpipes, or perhaps whistling
boys. After this the ‘mysteries and horrors’
of the forest gradually make their presence
felt, until in a superb full orchestral climax,
16 December 2021

horns, trumpets, bells and glittering high
woodwind sound a triumphant medley of
themes from earlier on. But this triumph
is dispelled by a dissonance, underlined by
gong and bass drum, then trumpets sound
out the grim fanfare rhythm Mahler later
used to begin the ‘Funeral March’ of his Fifth
Symphony. How do we get back to the land
of lost content glimpsed at the beginning?
Mahler simply stops the music, and the
simple theme starts again in mid-phrase,
as though nothing had happened. All
the main themes now return, but dark
disturbances keep casting shadows.
SECOND MOVEMENT
The second movement proceeds at a
leisurely pace (really fast music is rare in this
symphony). Mahler described the first theme
as ‘Freund Hein spielt auf’: the ‘Friend Hein’
who ‘strikes up’ here is a sinister figure
from German folklore: a pied piper-like figure
whose fiddle-playing leads those it enchants
into the land of ‘Beyond’ – death in disguise?
Mahler evokes Freund Hein’s fiddle ingeniously
by having the orchestral leader play on a
violin tuned a tone higher than normal,
which makes the sound both coarser, and,
literally, more highly-strung. Death doesn’t
quite have the last word, though the final
shrill forte (loud flutes, oboes, clarinets,
glockenspiel, triangle and harp) leaves a
sulphurous aftertaste.
THIRD MOVEMENT
The slow movement is marked ‘restful’, but
the peace is profoundly equivocal. Mahler
wrote that this movement was inspired
by ‘a vision of a tombstone on which was
carved an image of the departed, with
folded arms, in eternal sleep’ – an image
half consoling, half achingly sad, and clearly
related to the Freund Hein/Death imagery

in the second movement. Mahler explores
facets of this ambiguity before springing a
wonderful surprise: a full orchestral outburst
of pure joy. This passage looks forward and
backward: horns anticipate the clarinet
tune which opens the finale, then recall the
whistling boys’ flute theme from the first
movement. Then the movement slips back
into peaceful sleep, to awaken in …
… PARADISE: THE FINALE
At least, a child’s version of paradise.
Sleigh-bells open the finale, then the
soprano enters for the first time. Possibly
fearing what adult singers might get up to
if told to imitate a child, Mahler adds an
NB in the score:

‘To be sung in a happy childlike
manner: absolutely without parody!’.
At the mention of St Peter, the writing
becomes hymn-like, then come those
troubling images of slaughter. The singer
seems unmoved by what she relates,
but plaintive, animal-like cries from oboe
and low horn disturb the vision, if only
momentarily. At last the music makes its
final turn to E major, the same key as the
heavenly vision near the end of the slow
movement. ‘No music on earth can be
compared to ours’, the child tells us. Then
the child falls silent (asleep?), and the music
gradually fades until nothing is left but the
soft low repeated tolling of the harp.
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Finale from Symphony No 4 in G major
Text & Translation
DAS HIMMLISCHE LEBEN

THE HEAVENLY LIFE

Wir geniessen die himmlischen Freuden,
Drum tun wir das Irdische meiden,
Kein weltlich Getümmel
Hört man nicht im Himmel!
Lebt alles in sanftester Ruh’!
Wir führen ein englisches Leben!
Sind dennoch ganz lustig daneben!
Wir tanzen und springen,
Wir hüpfen und singen!
Sankt Peter im Himmel sieht zu!

We enjoy the heavenly pleasures
and avoid earthly things.
No worldly tumult
can be heard in Heaven!
Everything lives in the sweetest peace!
We lead an angelic life!
Nevertheless we are very merry:
we dance and leap,
hop and sing!
Meanwhile, St Peter in the sky looks on.

Johannes das Lämmlein auslasset,
Der Metzger Herodes drauf passet!
Wir führen ein geduldig’s,
Unschuldig’s, geduldig’s,
Ein liebliches Lämmlein zu Tod!
Sankt Lucas den Ochsen tät schlachten
Ohn’ einig’s Bedenken und Achten,
Der Wein kost’ kein Heller
Im himmlischen Keller,
Die Englein, die backen das Brot.

St John has let his little lamb go
and the butcher Herod looks on!
We lead a patient,
innocent, patient,
a dear little lamb to death!
St Luke slaughters oxen
without giving it thought or attention.
Wine costs not a penny
in Heaven’s cellar;
and the angels bake the bread.

Gut’ Kräuter von allerhand Arten,
Die wachsen im himmlischen Garten!
Gut’ Spargel, Fisolen
Und was wir nur wollen!
Ganze Schüsseln voll sind uns bereit!
Gut Äpfel, gut’ Birn’ und gut’ Trauben!
Die Gärtner, die alles erlauben!
Willst Rehbock, willst Hasen,
Auf offener Straßen
Sie laufen herbei!

Good vegetables of all sorts
grow in Heaven’s garden!
Good asparagus, beans
and whatever we wish!
Bowls are heaped full, ready for us!
Good apples, good pears and good grapes!
The gardener permits us everything!
Would you like roebuck, would you like hare?
They run free
in the very streets!
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Sollt’ ein Fasttag etwa kommen,
Alle Fische gleich mit Freuden angeschwommen!
Dort läuft schon Sankt Peter
Mit Netz und mit Köder
Zum himmlischen Weiher hinein.
Sankt Martha die Köchin muß sein.

Should a fast-day arrive,
all the fish swim up to us with joy!
Then off runs St Peter
with his net and bait
to the heavenly pond.
St Martha must be the cook.

Kein’ Musik ist ja nicht auf Erden,
Die uns’rer verglichen kann werden.
Elftausend Jungfrauen
Zu tanzen sich trauen!
Sankt Ursula selbst dazu lacht!
Cäcilia mit ihren Verwandten
Sind treffliche Hofmusikanten!
Die englischen Stimmen
Ermuntern die Sinnen,
Dass alles für Freuden erwacht.

No music on earth
can be compared to ours.
Eleven thousand maidens
dare to dance!
Even St Ursula herself is laughing!
Cecilia and all her relatives
make splendid court musicians!
The angelic voices
rouse the senses
so that everything awakens with joy.

Traditional text from ‘Des Knaben Wunderhorn’ (1805–08),
edited by Achim von Arnim and Clemens Brentano;
anonymous translation
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Gustav Mahler In Profile
1860 (Bohemia, now Czech Republic) to 1911 (Austria)

G

ustav Mahler’s early musical influences
included the military bands and folk
singers who passed by his father’s
inn in the small town of Iglau. Besides
learning many of their tunes, he also received
formal piano lessons from local musicians.
He gave his first recital in 1870. Five years
later, he applied for a place at the Vienna
Conservatory where he studied piano,
harmony and composition.

IN BRIEF
Born 1860, Kaliště,
Bohemia (now
Czech Republic)
Died 1911, Vienna
Training
Vienna Conservatory,
University of Vienna

After graduation, Mahler supported himself
by teaching music and also completed his
first important composition, Das klagende
Lied. He accepted a succession of conducting
posts in Kassel, Prague, Leipzig and Budapest;
and at the Hamburg State Theatre, where
he served as First Conductor from 1891 to
1897. For the next ten years, Mahler was
Resident Conductor and then Director of the
prestigious Vienna Hofoper (Court Opera).

The demands of both opera conducting
and administration meant that Mahler
could only devote the summer months
to composition. Working in the Austrian
countryside he completed nine symphonies,
richly Romantic in idiom, often monumental
in scale and extraordinarily eclectic in their
range of musical references and styles. He
also composed a series of eloquent, often
poignant and sometimes witty songs, many
themes from which he reworked in his
symphonic scores.
An anti-Semitic campaign against Mahler in
the Viennese press threatened his position
at the Hofoper, and in 1907 he accepted an
invitation to become Principal Conductor of
the Metropolitan Opera and later the New
York Philharmonic. In 1911 he contracted a
bacterial infection and returned to Vienna.
When he died, a few months before his 51st
birthday, Mahler had just completed part of
his Tenth Symphony and was still working
on sketches for other movements.

Musical acquaintances
Anton Bruckner,
Richard Strauss, Arnold
Schoenberg, Alban Berg,
Alexander von Zemlinsky

COMING UP IN THE NEW YEAR
TCHAIKOVSKY SYMPHONY NO 5

with Nathalie Stutzmann plus Mozart
Violin Concerto with Alina Ibragimova
Thursday 27 January

BEETHOVEN & SHOSTAKOVICH

with Gianandrea Noseda
& Beatrice Rana plays
Beethoven Piano Concerto No 5
Thursday 3; Sunday 6 & 13 February

2022
JANUARY TO JULY

HAYDN’S CREATION

with Sir Simon Rattle, Lucy Crowe,
Andrew Staples, Roderick Williams
& the London Symphony Chorus
Thursday 3 & Sunday 6 March

3 March part of Barbican’s 40th Anniversary

WEILL’S SEVEN DEADLY SINS

with Sir Simon Rattle & Magdalena Kožená
Thursday 28 April
Half Six Fix Wednesday 27 April

PETRASSI, PUCCINI, RESPIGHI & DALLAPICCOLA
with Sir Antonio Pappano
& the London Symphony Chorus
Thursday 2 & Sunday 5 June

Best known for
Nine symphonies, Das Lied
von der Erde, orchestral
songs including Lieder
eines fahrenden Gesellen
and settings from Des
Knaben Wunderhorn

lso.co.uk/january-july2022

Composer profile by
Andrew Stewart
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Kirill Karabits
conductor

Lucy Crowe
soprano

K

irill Karabits has been Chief Conductor
of the Bournemouth Symphony
Orchestra for 13 years and their
relationship has been celebrated worldwide.
Together they have made many critically
acclaimed recordings, performed regularly
at the BBC Proms and appeared together at
London’s Barbican as part of the Beethoven
celebrations in the 2019/20 season.
Kirill has worked with many of the
leading ensembles of Europe, Asia and
North America, including the Cleveland,
Philadelphia, San Francisco and Chicago
Symphony orchestras, Munich Philharmonic,
Orchestre National de France, Philharmonia
Orchestra, Vienna Symphonic, Rotterdam
Philharmonic, Yomiuri Nippon Symphony
Orchestra, Orchestra Filarmonica del Teatro
La Fenice and the BBC Symphony Orchestra
– including a concertante version of Bartóks
Duke Bluebeard’s Castle at the Barbican.
Kirill enjoys a special relationship with the
Russian National Orchestra with whom he
returned to the Edinburgh Festival in the
2018/19 season, and more recently embarked
on extensive European and North American
tours with Mikhail Pletnev which included his
New York debut at the Lincoln Center.
Recent highlights include Kirill’s debut
with the Dallas Symphony, and the Russian
National Youth Symphony Orchestra, as well
as return visits to the Minnesota Orchestra,
Bamberger Symphoniker, Orchestre National
Captiole de Toulouse, Antwerp Symphony
Orchestra, as well as the BBC Proms with the
Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra.
Highlights of the 2021/22 season include
Kirill’s debut with the Prague Radio
Symphony Orchestra, as well as a number
of US debuts which include the Pittsburgh
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Symphony, Baltimore Symphony, and St Louis
Symphony orchestras. This season sees Kirill
return to the Orchestre Philharmonique de
Strasbourg, and the Opéra Montpellier for a
production of Ravel’s Pelléas and Mélisande.
Kirill will also return to the Russian National
Orchestra for their tour of the US.
A prolific opera conductor, Kirill has worked
with the Deutsche Oper, Opernhaus Zürich
and Oper Stuttgart, Glyndebourne Festival
Opera, Staatsoper Hamburg, English
National Opera, Bolshoi Theatre and he
conducted a performance of Wagner’s The
Flying Dutchman at the Wagner Geneva
Festival in celebration of the composer’s
anniversary. Music Director of the Deutsches
Nationaltheatre Weimar from 2016–19,
Kirill conducted acclaimed productions of
Wagner’s Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg
and Tannhäuser as well as Mozart’s DaPonte
Cycle (The Marriage of Figaro, Don Giovanni,
and Così fan tutte).
Working with the next generation of bright
musicians is of great importance to Kirill. As
Artistic Director of I, CULTURE Orchestra, he
conducted them on their European tour in
August 2015 with Lisa Batiashvili as soloist
and a summer festivals tour in 2018, including
concerts at the Concertgebouw in Amsterdam
and the Montpellier Festival. In 2012 and
2014 he conducted the televised finals of
the BBC Young Musician of the Year Award
(working with the Royal Northern Sinfonia
and BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra),
and has recently debuted with the National
Youth Orchestra of Great Britain on a UK tour
including a sold out and critically acclaimed
performance at the Barbican.

ON STAGE WITH THE LSO
Thursday 3 March
Sunday 6 March
Barbican

HAYDN CREATION

8pm
7pm

orn in Staffordshire, Lucy Crowe
studied at the Royal Academy of
Music, where she is a Fellow.

With repertoire ranging from Purcell,
Handel and Mozart to Donizetti’s Adina
(L’elisir d’amore), Verdi’s Gilda (Rigoletto)
and Janáček’s Vixen (The Cunning Little
Vixen) she has sung with opera companies
throughout the world, including The Royal
Opera, Covent Garden, the Glyndebourne
Festival, English National Opera, the Teatro
Real, Madrid, the Deutsche Oper Berlin,
the Bavarian State Opera, Munich, and
the Metropolitan Opera New York. Opera
highlights this season include Susanna
(Mozart’s The Marriage of Figaro) at the
Metropolitan Opera and Pamina (Mozart’s
The Magic Flute) at the Liceu, Barcelona.
In concert, she has performed with many of
the world’s finest conductors and orchestras
including the City of Birmingham Symphony
Orchestra (with Emmanuelle Haïm, Sakari
Oramo and Andris Nelsons), the Berlin
Philharmonic (Daniel Harding and Nelsons),
Vienna Philharmonic (Nelsons), Orchestra of
the Age of Enlightenment (Richard Egarr),
Scottish Chamber Orchestra (Yannick
Nézet-Séguin), the Monteverdi Orchestra
(Sir John Eliot Gardiner), the Orchestra
dell’Accademia Nazionale di Santa Cecilia
(Sir Antonio Pappano) and the London
Symphony Orchestra (Sir Simon Rattle).

Highlights in concert this season include
Beethoven’s Missa Solemnis with the
Bayerischer Rundfunk; a US tour of Handel’s
Alcina and a worldwide tour of Handel’s
Serse, both with The English Concert; James
Macmillan’s Christmas Oratorio with the
London Philharmonic Orchestra, Mahler’s
Symphony No 4 with the London Symphony
Orchestra and Schumann’s Das Paradies und
die Peri with the Staatskapelle Berlin.
A committed recitalist she has appeared at
the Amsterdam Concertgebouw, New York’s
Carnegie Hall, and the Aldeburgh, Edinburgh,
Mostly Mozart and Salzburg festivals, and
is a regular guest at the BBC Proms and
Wigmore Hall.
Her recordings include Mendelssohn’s
Lobgesang with the LSO and Gardiner;
Handel’s Il pastor fido and Handel &
Vivaldi with La Nuova Musica and David
Bates for Harmonia Mundi; Lutosławski
with the BBC Symphony Orchestra and
Gardner, Handel’s Alceste with the Early
Opera Company and Christian Curnyn,
and Eccles’ The Judgement of Paris all for
Chandos; a solo Handel disc – ll Caro Sassone
– with The English Concert and Harry
Bicket for Harmonia Mundi; and Handel’s
Queens with London Early. Her debut disc
for Linn records featuring Berg, Strauss and
Schoenberg was released in August 2021.

Kirill was named Conductor of the Year at the
2013 Royal Philharmonic Society Music Awards.
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London Symphony Orchestra
On Stage
Violas
Edward Vanderspar
Gillianne Haddow
Malcolm Johnston
Germán Clavijo
Stephen Doman
Sofia Silva Sousa
Robert Turner
Luca Casciato
Errika Horsley
Nancy Johnson

Guest Leader
Sergey Ostrovsky
First Violins
Janice Graham
Clare Duckworth
Ginette Decuyper
Laura Dixon
Maxine Kwok
William Melvin
Elizabeth Pigram
Claire Parfitt
Laurent Quénelle
Harriet Rayfield
Sylvain Vasseur
Caroline Frenkel
Jan Regulski
Second Violins
Julián Gil Rodríguez
Thomas Norris
Sarah Quinn
David Ballesteros
Matthew Gardner
Naoko Keatley
Alix Lagasse
Belinda McFarlane
Iwona Muszynska
Andrew Pollock
Paul Robson
Miya Väisänen

Cellos
David Cohen
Jennifer Brown
Noël Bradshaw
Eve-Marie Caravassilis
Daniel Gardner
Laure Le Dantec
Amanda Truelove
Peteris Sokolovskis
Double Basses
Rodrigo Moro Martin
Patrick Laurence
Matthew Gibson
Thomas Goodman
Joe Melvin
Jani Pensola
Simo Väisänen

Flutes
Amy Yule
Patricia Moynihan
Piccolos
Sharon Williams
Rebecca Larsen
Oboes
Juliana Koch
Olivier Stankiewicz
Rosie Jenkins
Cor Anglais
Stéphane Suchanek
Clarinets
Chris Richards
Chi-Yu Mo
Bass Clarinet
Thomas Lessels
Soprano Saxophone
Kyle Horch
Bassoons
Rachel Gough
Joost Bosdijk
Contra Bassoon
Dominic Morgan

Horns
Eirik Haaland
Clément Charpentier-Leroy
Annemarie Federle
David Sztankov
Trumpets
James Fountain
Kaitlin Wild
David Geoghegan
Trombones
Isobel Daws
Tom Berry
Bass Trombone
Paul Milner
Tuba
Ben Thomson
Timpani
Nigel Thomas
Percussion
Neil Percy
David Jackson
Sam Walton
Tom Edwards
Harps
Bryn Lewis
Helen Tunstall
Celeste
Elizabeth Burley

Editorial Photography Ranald Mackechnie, Mark Allan,
Kevin Leighton, Vincero, Oliver Helbig, Gisela Schenker,
Chris Christodoulou, Konrad Cwik, Victoria Cadisch
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